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First History Encyclopedia
A revised and updated edition of a world history from prehistoric
man to the present, illustrated throughout in full colour. Suitable for
National Curriculum Key Stages 2/3.

Kingfisher history encyclopedia: revolution and
independence 1708-1835, edited by Julian Holland et al
The Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
This amazing 320-page volume is the perfect guide to everything for
children aged seven plus! It is packed with colorful illustrations, stepby-step sequences, and the latest photography to keep children
engaged. Arranged thematically into key areas, the concise text is
clear, accurate, and perfectly pitched, making this an unbeatable
resource for home and school. Plus, a glossary and index are
included along with a list of websites for further learning.

History for the Classical Child
Packed with intriguing facts and valuable information, this updated
edition of The Kingfisher History Encyclopedia is a must for any
young historian. Sweep through world history, from the first
humans and ancient civilisations through 40,000 years to the end of
apartheid and the war on terror.

The Kingfisher Illustrated History of the World
This amazing 160-page volume is the perfect guide to space and
outer space for children aged seven plus. It is packed with colorful
illustrations, step-by-step sequences, and the latest photography to
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keep children engaged and entertained. Arranged thematically into
key areas, the concise text is clear, accurate, and perfectly pitched,
making this an unbeatable resource for home and school. Plus, a
glossary and index are included along with a list of websites for
further learning.

The Concise History Encyclopedia
Introduces the variety of life on Earth, looks at thirty thousand years
of biological evolution, and examines the factors which influence the
life span of humans.

The Kingfisher Space Encyclopedia
Get under your own skin and become a biology expert with this
exciting and original encyclopedia. Packed with awesome
illustrations, photographs and diagrams to help you make sense of
even the most complicated systems in the human body. Easy-to-use
and great for projects

Kingfisher history encyclopedia: early middle ages,
501-1100, edited by Julian Holland et al
Today's children stand on the threshold of a new millennium that
promises incredible scientific and technological advances. The need
to understand basic scientific principles has never been greater and
these principles are brought within the grasp of every child by The
Kingfisher Science Encyclopedia. All the essential subject areas,
from Space and Time, Materials and Technology, to Human
Biology, are covered in this one-volume encyclopedia. Accurate,
approachable, and an indispensable source of information for school
projects, The Kingfisher Science Encyclopedia is the perfect gift for
the up-and-coming Bill Gates, Albert Einstein, or Marie Curie in
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the family. Special Features: More than 3,500 indexed references.
Thematic arrangement. Important events highlighted. Illustrated
biographies of key figures. Cross-references. Comprehensive index.
Glossary.

Children's A to Z Encyclopedia
Provides sample questions and answers, recommended readings,
maps, and activities.

The Kingfisher Geography Encyclopedia
A tour of outer space explores the solar system as well as stars,
galaxies, and the birth of planets, and speculates on whether other
intelligent beings exist in the universe.

The Kingfisher A-Z Encyclopedia
An illustrated encyclopedia of world history, arranged
chronologically, which includes directories of web sites useful for
topics, as well as links to corresponding web sites provided by
Usborne Publishing.

The Usborne Internet-linked Encyclopedia of World
History
Traces the history of the world, from the ancient world of 40,000
B.C. to the present day, covering such aspects as war, society,
religion, people, buildings, arts, science, and communication.

Space Encyclopedia
What was the Black Death? Who fought in the Hundred Years'
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War? Based on the award-winning Kingfisher History
Encyclopedia, this portable reference puts the whole of history and
the legacy of human civilization at the fingertips of today's children.
Special Features: Easy-to-use chronological and thematic
arrangement. Illustrated biographies and key date boxes. Timeline
throughout puts history and world events in context.

The Kingfisher Children's Encyclopedia
Important historical topics from the Stone Age and Ancient Egypt
to the US Civil War and World War II are clearly explained in this
fun and informative illustrated history book for children studying
KS1 and KS2 subjects. First History Encyclopedia covers
everything a young child needs to know. It follows the curriculum
for Key Stages 1 and 2 and provides a strong foundation for history
learning through the rest of the school years. It is the perfect
homework help book to support children as they begin to learn
about history. This history book sits in DK's popular First
Reference series. It introduces exciting periods and civilizations,
such as the Romans, Vikings, and Aztecs, that will get kids hooked
on learning about the past.

The Kingfisher Illustrated Encyclopedia of Animals
Children's Encyclopedia of British History
This book contains an introduction to world history from the first
civilisations to the early 20th century, in short visual chapters.

The Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
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The Kingfisher Illustrated Dinosaur Encyclopedia
Originally published: London: Bodley Head, 1967.

The Kingfisher Children's Encyclopedia of British History
Presents a history of the ancient world, from 6000 B.C. to 400 A.D.

The Kingfisher Science Encyclopedia
Meet an amazing menagerie of creatures on this breathtaking safari
through the animal kingdom. The Kingfisher Animal Encyclopedia
spans the Earth from pole to pole, covering 2000 animals from the
tiniest protozoan to the mightiest mammal. Each entry describes the
animal's characteristics, behaviour and distribution, and gives their
Latin names. The meticulously researched information is
highlighted by clear, authoritative writing and more than 1000
photographs and illustrations. Throughout the book, special feature
panels focus on various aspects of animal behaviour, such as
camouflage, migration and hibernation. With comprehensive backmatter including a glossary, alternative name index, and general
index, this one-stop reference tool is perfect for research or for
browsing by animal-lovers of all ages.

Kingfisher Encyclopedia of Everything
Accompanied by 3-D digital artwork and photographs that capture
the game's most memorable moments, this ultimate guide to soccer
explains the rules, skills, and tactics; explores issues surrounding the
game; and profiles the best players throughout the world. 20,000
first printing.

The Kingfisher Atlas of the Ancient World
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Alphabetical entries provide information on the physical
characteristics, behavior, and habitats of over 2,000 animals.

The Kingfisher Animal Encyclopedia
Kingfisher's encyclopedias are award-winning, information-packed
reference books for all the family. The new, updated editions are
beautiful versions of these trusted favourites - perfect for gifts and
reference alike. If you want one children's general encyclopedia, this
is it! Fully revised and updated, to reflect the latest developments in
science, technology, and world events, The Kingfisher Children's
Encyclopedia, 3rd edition by the editors of Kingfisher, is a trusted
resource for helping children understand the world we live in. The
encyclopedia is alphabetically organized with headwords in the top
left-hand corner for easy browsing. Authoritative text offers
thorough coverage of each subject, while bright and informative
original artwork, photographs, and captions provide plenty of visual
interest. Cross-reference boxes encourage research skills, and fact
and chronology boxes provide quick reference points for homework
and reports. A fact-finder at the back of the encyclopedia has a
timeline of key historical events and personalities from around the
world. With entries on everything from Australian Aboriginal
people to zoology, this encyclopedia is the ultimate one-stop
reference for home or classroom.

The Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
This encyclopaedia tells the story of the people and landscape of
Britain. It transports readers back to the earliest Stone Age cavedwellers and Roman settlers, and leads them them through the
centuries of invasion, exploration, reformation and industrial
revolution, before bringing them up-to-date with a look at British
government and society in the 21st century.
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Kingfisher Encyclopedia of Life
This A-Z encyclopaedia offers information on a wide range of
subjects and contains cross-references in the text and a
comprehensive index to help the reader trace further information
about any topic. Many areas of knowledge are covered, from plants,
science, travel, the human body and politics to food, language,
religion, sports, history, machines, and myths and space.

The Kingfisher Dinosaur Encyclopedia
Dinosaurs have always captured the imagination like no other
animal on Earth, and this encylopaedia aims to recreate their
prehistoric lives. Arranged chronologically, it contains information
about how we can interprete fossil finds which tell us about many
aspects of this distant past.

The Kingfisher Nature Encyclopedia
In today's chaotic information environment, it is a challenge to find
organized, comprehensive, yet concise geopolitical information
designed especially for student research. This fully-updated edition
of the award-winning The Kingfisher Geography Encyclopedia by
Clive Gifford is a meticulously researched and visually exciting
guide to the essential geographical, physical, and cultural
information of the entire world. Illustrated with more than 1,500
photographs and specially commissioned computer-generated maps
of every country using the latest satellite data, this one-stop
reference will help children acquire essential geographical
knowledge and expand their understanding of how people live in
different parts of the world. The country-by-country layout makes
finding information easy, and quick reference panels give key facts
on each country's population, currency, language, major cities and
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other data. An extensive website list and comprehensive index
insures the most up-to-date resources and material for further
research. An essential addition to any home or classroom, The
Kingfisher Geography Encyclopedia puts the world at everyone's
fingertips.

Kingfisher History Encyclopedia: B.C
ONE OF THE GREAT GLORIES OF EUROPE - OLD
ENGLIHS POETRY. READ IT NOW IN MICHAEL
ALEXANDER'S BEAUTIFUL TRANSLATIONS

Encyclopedia of the Human Body
Introduces important scientific principles and provides basic
definitions of common terms in standard alphabetical arrangement
with references to related entries.

The Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
You will find the history of the world covering the major
civilizations, rulers and events. The book paints a vivid picture of
everyday life over thousands of years.

The Usborne Book of World History
Children's A to Z Encyclopedia covers a full range of clearly
arranged alphabetical topics, from ancient history and countries of
the world to wildlife, politics, technology, and more. This volume is
the perfect purchase for any family. It will bear repeated use by all
the family from 9+ through the teenage years.Fully updated with
the very latest facts and data; clear text and more than 1000 photos
and illustrations will inform and amaze. Detailed reference matter
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at the end of the book includes a world map, information on
presidents, mini biographies of scientists and explorers, and history
highlights.

The Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
The Kingfisher Classic Nature Encyclopedia explores the amazing
diversity of life on Earth, from microscopic organisms to giant
redwoods and blue whales, and on every part of the Earths surface
from tropical rainforests to dark ocean depths. If you want one
nature encyclopedia, this is it!

Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
A reference guide to world history, featuring a timeline, key date
boxes, and biographies of historical figures.

The Usborne Encyclopedia of World History
THE KINGFISHER ATLAS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD
features 17 beautiful, hand-illustrated maps and packed with
fascinating information to feed children's interest in the ancient
world. Clear, accessible text introduces the civilisation and its
history before going on to describe interesting details about that
culture's people and the objects and buildings they have left behind.
Full-colour photographs add to each spread's appeal. In addition to
the main spreads, a small number of feature spreads throughout the
book focus more closely on a well-known civilisation, allowing
readers to build on their interest and find out more about everpopular topics such as the ancient Egyptians and imperial Rome.

The Kingfisher Soccer Encyclopedia
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An illustrated, single volume, general encyclopedia for primary level
children.

The Kingfisher First Science Encyclopedia
A reference guide to world history, featuring a timeline, key date
boxes, and biographies of historical figures.

Ancient Times
The Kingfisher Children's Encyclopedia
Kingfisher history encyclopedia: unification and
colonization, 1836-1913, edited by Julian Holland et al
Tales of Ancient Egypt
This amazing 160-page volume is the perfect comprehensive guide
to the dinosaurs and prehistoric animals that once roamed Earth.
Written by dinosaur expert Michael Benton, the Kingfisher
Dinosaur Encyclopedia is packed with colourful illustrations, step-bystep sequences and the latest photography to keep children engaged.
Arranged thematically into key areas, the concise text is clear,
accurate, and perfectly pitched, making this an unbeatable resource
for home and school.
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